
{p6} storyLINE Transfer: the artifact 

Challenge:
Based on your written & revised storyLINE, create a work of abstracted or 
non-representational art which interacts with the wall that emphasizes line. 
This work should be conceptually driven, based on a sensory experience, 
memory, expression or tone from your story. Since stories are often layered 
& complicated, your artifact will have layered surfaces that utilize xerox 
transfer techniques within your composition.

Parameters: 
+ Interacts with the wall.
+ Emphasizes expressive use of line based on story’s emotion or tone                                                                                                          
+ Demonstrate knowledge of xerox transfer techniques 
+ Piece may NOT be a literal translation of your story or story element-it 
must be an abstraction from your story, metaphorical or symbolic in nature.
+ Choose color usage thoughtfully-the color{s} should support + strengthen 
the overall concept & should demonstrate your knowledge of color.
+ Should exhibit a strong purposeful use of tension {compositionally} that supports 
concept through positive and negative space, contrast, repetition, rhythm, proximity, 
continuance {motion}, nature of mark/line and both material + surface choices.

Objectives: 
Conceptual + expressive use of line. 
Translate story into an abstracted artifact {surface/object} 
Convert mark/line into meaning & layers of transferred surfaces
Create artifact that interacts with the wall

Image Transfer = Image Manipulation of Surface 
{...think LAYERS--transparent vs. opaque}
Stories are complicated, your surface should reflect that.
+ Harvest surfaces that relate in an interesting way to your story & the mood of your 
story. ANYTHING is up for grabs that is ORIGINAL to you-something you created 
AND relates to your story’s theme {drawings, text, fabric, lace, photograph, image 
from a magazine, copy of something, hair, consider all things with texture}
+ There are MANY approaches to transferring ORIGINAL images {xerox transfer, 
digital transfer,  blender pen transfers, photo transfer with clear packaging tape} 
Keep in mind that the goal is NOT an exact copy of the source image or texture, 
but instead an impression that you can build layers upon, rework, paint on top 
of, sand into, draw on, collage and or build on.
+ Use technical guidelines {attached} youtube is also very helpful here.
+ At the end of the day you are making art. Consider both form and concept
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surface       
S T U D I O
artifact |ˈärtəәfakt|
noun
1 an object made by a human being, 
typically an item of  cultural or historical 
interest: gold and silver artifacts.
2 something observed in a scientific 
investigation or experiment that is not 
naturally present but occurs as a result 
of  the preparative or investigative 
procedure: widespread tissue infection may be 
a technical artifact.

expressive |ikˈspresiv|
adjective
effectively conveying thought or feeling.
• [ predic. ] (expressive of) conveying 

(the specified quality or idea): the spires 
are expressive of  religious aspiration.

transfer |transˈfəәr, ˈtransfəәr|
verb 
1 move from one place to another: 
[ with obj. ] 
2 move to another group, occupation, 
or service: [ no obj. ] 

Additional Artists of  Interest:
Agnes Martin                Arshille Gorky
Antoni Tapies               Brice Marden
Cy Twombly                 Frank Stella
Deborah Butterfield      Jill Moser
Edvard Munch             Sol LeWitt
Howard Sherman         Jasper Johns
Joan Mitchell                John Adelman
Piet Mondrian              Robert Ryman
William DeKooning     Alexa Meade
William Kentridge       Erin Wiersma
Chung-Fan Chang       Marc Freeman     
Robert Rauschenberg  Russ Havard

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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+ Avoid beating us over the head with your idea visually, instead consider ways in 
which you can thoughtfully hint at your concept, allowing the viewer an opportunity 
to discover something and actually spend time with the work. Avoid recognized 
iconography {hearts, religious symbols, etc.}

 
Scale is up to you. Chose wisely. Be thoughtful. 
+ Choose artifacts that inform your idea and relate to what you are trying to visually 

communicate.  
+  You will need to consider methods of attachment, layering, visual metaphor and 

innovative ways you can visually communicate. 
+ Consider how ALL of your artistic choices can help viewers understand your idea.
+ RESEARCH! Evidence of your research {beyond google}

should be significant & land inside of your visual journal.

Material Options: 
All materials needed for xerox transfers, Charcoal, pencil, ink, coffee, tea, 
white out, paint, gesso, colored pencils, paper, collage, bleach, pop up 
elements, cardboard, wood, masonite, thread, wire. The outcome may have 
three-dimensional elements, but is not required to. Any found objects should 
be used metaphorically. 
Other materials maybe used, but must be approved in advance by your 
WASH professor. Consult the “off limits” material list posted.
Think about how your work will interact with the wall & the best kind of 
support/structure for your work. All choices {material + formal} should help 
to visually communicate your idea. 

Timeline: 
Group Critique & final project due on :______________________.
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